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Android: One thing most smartphones don't have is a radio receiver, even though they do for big pocket radios. National Public Radio and Clear Channel's new apps make it enjoyable and easy to catch local radio streams and podcasts. NPR's app doesn't live stream, in fact, but offers story-by-story audio streams from popular national channel programs. In
other words, if you heard the tail end of a segment in Morning Edition that you wanted to hear the rest, it's usually available immediately in the Android app. Local NPR affiliate programming is usually available on podcast or streaming versions.iHeartRadio, Clear Channel Communication's own app, provides live streams for the corporation's own stations. If
you're not a fan of how public airwaves have consolidated, you'll find it discouraging how many channels you can choose from from your app's local bids; otherwise, if you're just looking for a local drive time show or some tunes, it's just the right app. It also offers specialized programmed streams of artists such as Weezer and local stations, if they offer them.
Both apps are free downloads and can be easily found on the Android market. NPR News [AndroLib] iheartradio.com - AndroidG/O Media can get a $10 commission from their first bag of coffee podcasts seem to be making a comeback as the main source of information gathering in the internet age. It's a great way to listen to experts talk about the topics you
care about and it's relatively easy to find great podcasts. If you're a fan of the medium and you're in the market for a new podcast app, here are the best podcast apps for Android! Those who like talk radio and don't want problem with things they download or select, there are a variety of regular talk radio apps too! AnchorCastboxDoggcatcherGoogle
PodcastsPocket CastsPodbeanPodcast AddictPodcast GoSpotifyTuneIn RadioPrice: Most of the apps on this list are podcast apps that let you download or stream your favorite podcasts. We thought we're going to include at least one app to help you do it yourself. Anchor is a podcast platform that offers unlimited hosting. The app lets you record audio,
publish it to various sites such as iTunes and Google Podcasts, and import audio from other devices to upload it. It's a polished premise with a business model that you want to succeed so that both you and Anchor can make money. The app and hosting is free, though, and this isn't an ad or anything, so give it a try if you want to make your own podcast.
CastboxPrice: Free / Up to $1.99Castbox is one of the few applications podcast. It has a collection of more than a million podcasts rubbed off on sites like iTunes and others. The app also includes support for 70 languages, language learning podcasts, Chromecast support, Amazon Echo support, and more. It also includes cloud synchronization for multidevice support. The version comes with everything and has no ads. In-app purchases are basically optional. DoggcatcherPrice: $2.99DoggCatcher is one of the oldest podcast apps. However, the app gets frequent updates. It currently has support for things like Android Wear, Android Auto and Chromecast. It also has a massive library of podcasts, playlist
support, variable speed playback, themes, and various automation and customization features. The app even has Material Design. You have to pay $2.99 ahead. However, there are no additional in-app ads or purchases. Google PodcastsPrice: FreeGoogle is doing to your podcast selection what they did to your messaging selection. There are currently
three different platforms for Google podcasts. The first is Google Podcasts. It's a fairly standard podcast app with playback speed controls and the ability to skip silent segments. Google Play Music is Google's current music streaming service and also has podcast support. Finally, many people upload daily or weekly shows, podcasts and material similar to
YouTube. Google Podcasts is the easiest option and is free so it is the one we recommend first. I had a rough start, but it works a lot better now. Pocket CastsPrice: Free/$9.99 per monthPocket Casts is one of the most popular podcast apps on Android and that's really saying something considering it's a premium app without free trial version. The app has
basically any audio podcast you might want. Some of its features include cross-device synchronization, lots of playback features, and more. The application underwent a major redesign in early 2019 and then again in mid-2019. It is now a free app with an optional subscription price. It's not the easy recommendation it used to be, but it's still a really good
podcast app. PodbeanPrice: Free / Up to $9.99Podbean is a pretty popular podcast app and works pretty well. It has a metric ton of podcasts organized into various categories. You can subscribe, transmit, download and listen as you choose. It also comes with lock screen controls, various audio effects, Chromecast support, Android Auto support and
integration with Amazon Alexa. This means you can use it virtually everywhere. Some Google Play reviewers had a few bones to choose from, but we didn't notice anything terrible during our tests. AddictPrice Podcast: Free/$2.99Podcast Addict is one of the most popular free podcast apps. It contains a massive library of podcasts, audiobooks, live streaming
radio, and more. It even has support for youtube and Twitch. The app also includes variable playback speed, skip silent options, Chromecast support, and SONOS support. The app is free but also has advertising. There's an optional $2.99 pro version in the Google Play Store if you want to remove your ads. GoPrice Podcast: Free/$2.99Podcast Go is one of
the upcoming podcast applications. It presents the basic things like download podcast episodes, variable speed playback, sleep timers, and more. It also has a delicious design with Material Design. The app has more than 300,000 podcasts available. You can search or browse at your own pace and subscribe. Otherwise, it's a pretty basic experience. The
app is free with advertising. You can pay $2.99 to remove your ads. You can use it for free as part of a Google Play Pass subscription if you use it. SpotifyPrice: Free/$9.99 per mesSpotify is one of the best and most popular music streaming services in the world. He also started doing podcasts in early 2016. There aren't many podcasts available there
compared to something like iTunes (which most other podcast apps use for your libraries), but we have no doubt that the number of podcasts available will soar over time. You can download and use the service for free as long as you don't mind some audio ads or you can fork out $9.99/month for the full, ad-free experience. If you already use Spotify, there
will probably come a point where a second podcast app will be redundant. TuneIn RadioPrice: Free/$9.99 per mesTuneIn Radio is one of the best radio apps out there. His focus is mainly live talk radio. However, the app also includes podcasts, audio books, radio stations (both AM and FM), and even live sporting events. Podcast owners must make their
podcasts available for this one. It doesn't do things like scrub iTunes for podcast content. Otherwise, it is a very service podcast app. The premium subscription gives you access to LIVE NFL, MLB, and other sports games, along with other features. We may not recommend it as a separate podcast app. However, those who also like to listen to radio shows
from other platforms may find this to be better than just a regular podcast app. If we've missed any of the best podcast apps for Android, tell us in the comments! You can also click here to see our latest lists of Android apps and games. The way we watch TELEVISION is evolving. TV subscriptions are no longer entirely necessary. Now there are a variety of
ways to watch TV on your mobile devices. This includes a new wave of live TV services. They cost a fraction of what most TV subscriptions cost these days. Those who cut the cable should definitely feel at home here. These are the best TV apps for Android. PlayStation Vue, a former member of this closed on January 30, 2020.AT&amp;&amp;; T
LiveHuluNetflixPluto TVSony CrackleVRVYouTube TVSports streaming appsAT&amp;& T TV (Live TV)Price: $40-$65 per mesAT &amp; T TV is one of the tv apps that makes live tv real. The lowest level has 60 live TV channels. The highest level reaches more than 120 channels. Unfortunately, the app itself still needs a lot of work. Developers are definitely
working some errors. Therefore, this is not the first option we recommend for a digital live TV service. This was previous DirecTV Now and has just undergone a re-brand here recently. The user interface is still quite clunky and has problems that need fixing. However, it is a live TV service. Hulu (Live TV)Price: Free Trial/$7.99-$39.99 per month+Hulu is one
of the biggest TV apps out there. It has a lot of older shows, older seasons of current shows, movies, and more. In 2017, they also started making live television. This essentially makes Hulu a cross between something like Netflix and something like Sling TV. The basic service costs $7.99 per month (limited ads) or $11.99 per month (no ads). The live TV
package will cost you $40 per month and includes 50 channels. You can also buy an add-on for Showtime, HBO and others. It's an excellent stop. Prices can be stacked quickly, however, especially if you want extras like HBO.NetflixPrice: Free/$8.99-$15.99Totídia knows about Netflix. It's the place to go when you just want to turn something on and binge for
hours. He doesn't do live TV. However, it has an absolute stack of TV shows. This includes current shows, old shows, and even anime. In many cases, Netflix will have most seasons. It's a great way to get up to date on some classics. However, Netflix takes a long time to get new seasons of current shows taking place. His netflix original series shows like
House of Cards, Orange is the New Black, and all these Marvel shows are pretty good. $7.99 gets you a non-HD subscription. $11.99 supports up to four screens and UHD resolution where available. It is easily the most popular of all TV applications. Pluto TV (Live TV)Price: Free (with ads)Pluto TV is a rare free live TV service. It has more than 100 live TV
channels and thousands of films. The app also includes Chromecast support, as well as Android TV apps. You get a functional user interface, although it's nothing special. You manage to stay free omitting a lot of channels that require huge fees. So, you won't get things like the Food Network or AMC. You still have to pay for these channels. Otherwise, it is a
free live TV app and there is a ton of content from all kinds of channels. Sling TVPrice: Free trial/$20-$25 per month + add-onsSling TV is probably the best of live TV apps right now. It is also the most customizable. There are two basic packages that go from $20 to $25 per month. Then you can add in a lot of packages based on your They have things for
comedy, sports, kids, and even HBO. The app is fine. It has Chromecast support. It also has some bugs that need worked. It's not as stable as anything like YouTube TV, but YouTube TV isn't available everywhere yet. It is also available in tons of other devices apart from mobile. This makes it one of the best TV applications. Sony CracklePrice: FreeSony
Crackle is one of the best free options for video streaming. It has a variety of films, TV shows and other content. The app is supported by ads and there are some ads. The user interface is handy and the selection is not bad for your price tag. The Android TV version of this app is horrible, though, and there are some bugs here and there that Sony should
probably iron out. Otherwise, it is good enough for a free service. VRVPrice: Free/$9.99 per mesVRV is probably the best streaming service for indie, anime, and other unusual types of TV. The service is a conglomerate of other services. They include Crunchyroll (anime), HiDive (anime), Rooster Teeth (indie), Geek and Sundry (indie), Nicksplat (old
cartoons), Nerdist (indie), Cartoon Hangover, and many others. You get all of them for a single monthly price. With Crunchyroll simulating anime from Japan, this is as close as it gets to live television for this genre. On the other hand, it is an exceptional source of ancient and indie television. We recommend it to everyone and all anime fans. We also
recommend Funimation for anime fans. It often has simulcasts in English dubs of newer and more popular shows. YouTube TVPrice: Free trial /$49.99 per monthYouTube TV started small, but has become a pretty good live TV app with about 70 channels. These channels include local sports channels, popular TV channels, and more. You can also get
Showtime and Fox Sports Soccer as additional add-ons for additional charges. The service also includes the unlimited DVR cloud, six subscription accounts, and some additional YouTube features. Additional channels such as HBO are also available. It is expanding rapidly, but it is not without flaws. This one is really good if you need something simple.
Sports streaming appsPrice: Free / Marketing Variation Major sports organizations have their own TV applications. The NHL, NFL, MLB and NBA are among them. There are others too. Experiences vary from application to application. However, they all follow a basic framework. You can stream an unlimited number of games off the market (i.e. not the
games that are broadcast on the local TV where you live) for a nominal fee each year. They do not normally include play-off matches. These are usually subject to blackouts nationwide.. Prices are usually manageable. Apps have also been slowly improving over the years. Big sports fans may want to check these out instead of going for a huge subscription
full of channels that don't look elsewhere. Individual station applications TVPrice: Free / VariaTionThere are many TV stations with individual applications now. Examples include ABC, NBC, the CW, CBS, the Hallmark Channel, EPIX NOW (linked), CNN, FOX Now, and many others. They all work the same way. You can watch a lot of shows on the network,
stream some TV shows and events live, and watch the news when available. Available. we recommend general TV apps such as Sling TV, Hulu, YouTube TV, etc. However, those who really love only one channel in general can only get this channel without all the extra flute. Prices vary just like the features. They all have free trials, though. If we've missed
some great TV apps, tell us in the comments! You can also click here to see our latest lists of Android apps and games. Lists!
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